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Perfectionism and Chinese Gifted Learners

Abstract

Over the past two decades a wealth of research data on perfectionism has drawn increased attention to the nature and impact of perfectionism on many aspects of student development. Much of the research has explored perfectionism in the gifted student population; but few studies have considered how perfectionism could be perceived differently in students of non-Caucasian descent, and may have different impacts on their learning, development and adjustment. In view of the apparent cultural divide in the research literature, and the emphasis on pursuing perfection within Chinese culture, this paper reviews studies that do address perfectionism in Chinese gifted students. The aim was to offer a cultural perspective for understanding perfectionism in this population and to locate pertinent information to assist identification, counseling interventions and future research.
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Perfectionism and Chinese Gifted Learners

Perfectionism can be described as a compulsive striving to achieve extremely high standards, together with a marked tendency to judge one’s self-worth on the ability to reach those standards (Fursland, Raykos & Steele, 2009; Silverman, 1999; Swiatek, 2003). Perfectionism has long been regarded as a personality trait pertinent to research on characteristics of gifted learners (Betts & Neihart, 1988; Fletcher & Speirs Neumeister, 2012; LoCicero & Ashby, 2000; Schuler, 2000; Silverman, 1990; Wang, Fu, & Rice, 2012). On one hand, the desire to be perfect in every task or endeavour serves as a positive driving force that encourages a gifted student to excel in his or her endeavors (Chan, 2012; Parker & Mills, 1996; Rice, Leever, Christopher, & Porter, 2006; Stoebner & Otto, 2006); but on the other hand, an obsession with perfection can significantly impair learning by causing stress, anxiety and frustration (Adderholdt & Goldberg, 1999; Chan, 2012; Gnilka, Ashby & Noble, 2012; Rice et al., 2006; Rice, Richardson, & Clarke, 2012; Roedell, 1984; Stoebner & Otto, 2006).

Much of the research effort in recent years has been devoted to debunking myths that have proliferated concerning the nature and effect of perfectionism. This research has led to two different perspectives. One view, attributed mainly to the field of psychology, holds that perfectionist tendencies are primarily destructive rather than beneficial (Burns, 1980; Greenspon, 2000; Pacht, 1984). This negative perspective regards perfectionism as maladaptive, and researchers from the clinical field in particular, have associated extreme and obsessive perfectionism with a wide range of negative and pathological outcomes such as procrastination (Frost, Marten, Lahart, & Rosenblate, 1990; Mohamadi, Farghadani, & Shahmohamadi, 2012; Seo, 2008), depression (Black & Reynolds, 2013; Flett, Galfi-Pechenkov, Molnar, Hewitt, & Goldstein, 2012; Rice, Leever, Noggle, & Lapsley, 2007; Wang, 2012), anxiety (Hewitt, Caelian, Flett, Sherry, Collins, & Flynn, 2002; O’Connor, Rasmussen, & Hawton, 2010; Rice et al., 2012), eating disorders (Bardone-Cone, Weishuhn, & Boyd, 2009; Bastiani, Rao, Weltzin, & Kaye, 1995; Vohs,
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Bardone, Joiner, Thomas, & Abramson, 1999) and even suicidal ideation (Hewitt, Flett, Sherry, & Caelian, 2006; Rasmussen, Elliott, & O’Connor, 2012). These negative outcomes result from the individuals concerned holding unrealistically high expectations of achievement, and feeling excessive concern over mistakes or failures (Frost et al., 1990; Rice & Slaney, 2002; Stoeber & Otto, 2006). These negative outcomes can obviously impair an individual’s ability to reach his or her maximum potential and develop latent talents. In some cases, negative affective outcomes can lead to significant underachievement and a decrease in motivation, because the student deliberately underachieves as a way of escaping from the ‘pains’ of perfectionism (Speirs Neumeister, 2004b; Speirs Neumeister & Finch, 2006; Nugent, 2000; Stoeber, Feast, & Hayward, 2009).

An alternative (and positive) view is that perfectionism can be benign and adaptive, and is a valuable factor in motivating students to do their best. Supporters of this view (Bieling, Israeli, & Antony, 2004; Chan, 2007a, 2007b, 2009a, 2010b, 2012; Chang, 2006; Chang, Watkins, & Banks, 2004; Dunkley, Zuroff, & Blankstein, 2003; Fletcher & Neumeister, 2012; Frost, Heimberg, Holt, Mattia, & Neubauer, 1993; Hamacheck, 1978; Speirs Neumeister, 2007; Speirs Neumeister & Finch, 2006; Owens & Slade, 2008; Parker & Stumpf, 1995; Rice, Ashby, & Gilman, 2011; Rice & Preusser, 2002; Rice & Slaney, 2002; Slade & Owens, 1998; Stoeber, Hoyle, & Last, 2013; Stoeber & Otto, 2006; Stoeber, Stoll, Pescheck, & Otto, 2008) suggest that striving for perfection can involve setting oneself high goals and developing persistence, resilience and conscientiousness in one’s studies. This positive striving for perfection can promote positive outcomes, such as positive affect (Chang, 2006), better social relationships (DiPrima, Ashby, Gnilka, & Nobel, 2011; Rice et al., 2006; Shim & Fletcher, 2012), active coping (Weiner & Carton, 2012), academic satisfaction (Franche, Gaudreau, & Miranda, 2012), higher self-esteem (Ashby & Rice, 2002), higher self-efficacy (Chan, 2007b) and growth mindset (Chan, 2012).

Although some researchers still question the adaptive nature of perfectionism (e.g. Flett & Hewitt, 2006; Greenspon, 2000; Owens & Slade, 2008; Slade & Owens, 1998), the current view is that perfectionism actually embodies both maladaptive and adaptive forms (Bieling, Israeli, Smith,
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& Antony, 2003; Frost et al., 1990; Speirs Neumeister, 2007; Parker, 2000; Rice & Slaney, 2002; Stoeber & Otto, 2006). The challenge for gifted students is to capitalize on the adaptive elements, and to guard against becoming a victim of maladaptive thinking and patterns of responding. The challenge for teachers and counsellors is to help any students who are markedly perfectionistic to understand their own problem and develop appropriate strategies for self-regulation.

Cultural Divide in Perfectionism Research

Over the past two decades, much has been revealed and debated about the nature, antecedents and outcomes of perfectionism. Apart from the various multidimensional constructs of perfectionism which have been suggested, research has informed us of the apparent association of perfectionism with a wide range of correlates linked to student development and to psychopathological consequences. These findings alert us to a pressing need to recognize perfectionism among our students, and to help them benefit, rather than suffer, from their perfectionistic tendencies. However, it should be noted that the existing research focus has not been equally distributed across cultures and ethnic groups (Castro & Rice, 2003; Mobley, Slaney, & Rice, 2005; Wang, Puri, Slaney, Methikalam, & Chadha, 2012). The majority of studies have focused on European and American students, and thus the findings and implications may not be equally applicable to students of non-Caucasian descent (Chang, 1998; DiBartolo & Rendón, 2012; Franche et al., 2012; Kawamura, Frost, & Harmatz, 2002; Nakano, 2009; Stoeber, Kobori, & Tanno, 2013; Wang, et al., 2012; Wang, Slaney, & Rice, 2007). Indeed, studies based on Chinese students have revealed differences from the West in the basic concept of perfectionism and its impact on students’ development (Chan, 2009a; Cheng, Chong, & Wong, 1999; Fong & Yuen, 2011; Wang, Slaney, & Rice, 2007; Zi, 2003). It is noteworthy that investigating perfectionism in a Chinese context is particularly relevant, because Chinese parents typically value education highly and insist that their children must achieve excellent results in school (Chao, 1994; Ho & Chiu, 1994; Stankov, 2010; Sue & Okazaki, 1990; Yoon & Lau, 2008). They see education as the sure path to
a good income and prestige in the community. Often this belief results in parents placing a degree of pressure on children that some cultures would probably find excessive. Pressure and high expectations from home, plus the emphasis on achievement in Chinese communities, are key causal factors in many Chinese students becoming perfectionists (Chao, 1994; DiBartolo & Rendón, 2012; Hamachek, 1978; Ho, 1994; Kashdan & Yuen, 2007; Kawamura et al., 2002; Ng, Pomerantz, & Lam, 2007; Salili, 1994).

The three purposes of this paper are: (i) to summarize how perfectionism can be conceptualized among Chinese gifted learners; (ii) to delineate the cultural underpinnings of perfectionism in a Chinese context; and (iii) to discuss how perfectionism impacts on the social and emotional development of gifted Chinese students.

The Chinese View of Perfectionism

The concept of perfectionism as it applies to Chinese gifted learners can be appreciated through several quantitative and qualitative investigations (e.g., Chan, 2007b, 2009a, 2010a, 2012; Fong & Yuen, 2013b). These studies suggest that Chinese gifted learners tend to perceive parental pressure, expectations and control in a more positive light than learners in the West. Parental influence contributes in a positive way to the development of their children’s perfectionism. They respond positively to having clear goals set for them by their parents, and they feel actively supported. They also recognize that any failures they may have on the road to higher achievement can be remedied by more effort on their part. Difficulties and failures are simply regarded as temporary obstacles that need to be overcome by extra study and persistence. In other words, Chinese gifted learners are likely to display adaptive perfectionism rather than maladaptive perfectionism in their developmental journey.

Chan (2007b) developed a 12-item Positive and Negative Perfectionism Scale (PNPS-12) which taps into perfectionism in terms of its positive/negative and self/other dimensions. In Chan’s study, positive perfectionism refers to ‘a realistic striving for excellence’, and negative
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perfectionism refers to ‘the rigid adherence to high personal standards, with similar expectations from others’. While positive and negative perfectionism emerged as independent constructs, there was no clear distinction between self- and other-orientations. Although it is possible that the self-other distinction could be increasingly salient as students get older, the study has revealed that the notion of self and other is collectively perceived among younger Chinese gifted learners. This finding could perhaps be anticipated with reference to previous literature which contends that ‘self accomplishment’ equally represents ‘family accomplishment’ in the Chinese context (Hau & Salili, 1991; Lieber, Fung, & Leung, 2006; Stankov, 2010). As a result, Chinese gifted learners not only achieve in academic domains for their own satisfaction, but also for the betterment of their families and the community at large.

Parental influence is integral to the development of perfectionism in Chinese gifted learners. In Chinese societies, training from parents begins early in life for children, to instill in them socially desirable values such as filial piety and achievement motivation, in the hope of nurturing later accomplishments that can bring honor to their families (Chao, 1994; McBride-Chang & Chang, 1998). In addition to learning from an early age that academic success brings certain rewards, Chinese children also learn the consequences of failure. They can sometimes experience shame and guilt induced by their parents’ disappointments, and they gradually develop a heightened sensitivity toward others’ expectations and criticisms (Chao, 1994; Fung, 1999; Lieber et al., 2006; Stankov, 2010). Factors such as these can be influential in determining whether a student develops adaptive or maladaptive perfectionism.

Our understanding of this phenomenon was helped by a study conducted in Hong Kong (Chan, 2009a). The study examined the psychometric properties of a Chinese-translated version of the Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (FMPS; Frost et al., 1990). Chan used a sample of 380 Chinese gifted students aged 9 to 14 years. The results indicated that perfectionism could be interpreted in terms of the personal standards they set for their own performance, the parental expectations and parental criticisms they experience, their concern over mistakes and doubts, as
well as their emphasis on organization. What distinguished this Chinese gifted sample from the previous studies involving subjects of average ability is that these students could discern the difference between parental criticism and parental expectation. More specifically, parental expectation was associated with healthy (adaptive) perfectionism — because it helps to set goals and it implies parental interest and support — whereas parental criticism (with its connotations of rebuke) was associated with unhealthy (maladaptive) perfectionism. The findings suggest that high parental expectations could be facilitative in the pursuit of academic excellence among these students. It can be deduced that Chinese gifted students are more able than others to recognize parental expectation as a positive driving force that motivates them to strive for perfection. In fact, many researchers believe that parental expectations and strictness are perceived to be expressions of love and care in Chinese culture (Chao, 1994; Hau & Salili, 1991; Peterson, Cobas, Bush, Supple, & Wilson, 2004; Tobin, Wu, & Davidson, 1989). The pursuit of perfection is thus seen to be influenced by cultural norms that differ between East and West.

The concept of perfectionism was also explored by Fong and Yuen (2013b) who interviewed 21 academically gifted children in Hong Kong. Adding to Chan’s (2009a) findings, Fong and Yuen’s study confirmed that Chinese academically gifted students were able to acknowledge the positive motive behind their parents’ high expectations and stringent control. Their reluctance to disappoint their parents, and the early training they received from their parents (e.g., conscientious study habits, and early exposure to foreign language), have shaped their goals and contributed to their academic success over the years. More importantly, any failures they might experience are regarded as valuable lessons, rather than a source of shame. This sample of gifted children generally believed that previous mistakes inform them of weaknesses they need to address, and that these weaknesses can be overcome with persistent hard work. From the data obtained in this study, it seems that Chinese gifted students tend to evaluate their own performances and to invite others’ opinions, as they strive to master each new area of study. This can certainly be seen as an adaptive form of perfectionism.
Other studies conducted by Chan (2007b, 2009a, 2010b) provide empirical evidence to support the conjecture that Chinese gifted learners tend to be adaptive perfectionists. Using cut-off scores, Chan (2007b) discovered that an impressive 70.5% to 94.3% of participants could be classified as positive (adaptive) perfectionists while only 6.7% to 31.2% were negative perfectionists. Consistently, Chan (2009a) found that ‘healthy’ (adaptive) perfectionists made up the largest group (44%) in his Chinese gifted sample, whereas maladaptive perfectionists made up the smallest group (27%).

Chan (2010b) also investigated the typology of perfectionists among 320 gifted and 882 non-gifted Chinese students in Hong Kong, using a Chinese version of the *Almost Perfect Scale - Revised* (APS-R; Slaney, Rice, Mobley, Trippi, & Ashby, 2001). He identified three perfectionist types—*adaptive perfectionist, maladaptive perfectionist* and *non-perfectionist*—via median splits and clustering procedures. *Adaptive perfectionists* reported high scores on the High Standards and Order subscales, and low scores on the Discrepancy subscale. These students pursue high performance standards and emphasize tidiness and organization without being excessively concerned when they fail to live up to their performance expectations. Conversely, *maladaptive perfectionists* are characterized by their high scores on the Discrepancy subscale. In other words, these students spare themselves little allowance for mistakes and failures. Consistent with previous findings in the West (LoCicero & Ashby, 2000; Parker, 1997; 2000; Parker & Mills, 1996), this sample of Chinese gifted learners were not only more perfectionistic than their Western peers but also tended to endorse adaptive perfectionism rather than maladaptive perfectionism.

In a later study which examined how different classification approaches will affect perfectionist types, Chan (2010b) again highlighted the adaptive nature of Chinese gifted perfectionists. By administering the Chinese version of the *Almost Perfect Scale - Revised* (Slaney et al., 2001) to 111 academically gifted students in Hong Kong, Chan (2010b) classified the participants into different perfectionist groups using three approaches: (i) the rational approach (using cut-off scores to differentiate high and low scores), (ii) the empirical approach (using
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clustering procedures) and (iii) the self-reported approach (requiring students to endorse a statement that was descriptive of themselves). Again, it was concluded that healthy (adaptive) perfectionists constitute the largest group, accounting for 23% to 70% of the participants, depending of the classification scheme employed. Maladaptive perfectionists accounted for 14% to 41% of the participants. When these studies are considered together and then compared with previous US studies (e.g. Parker, 1997; Schuler, 2000), more Chinese gifted learners appear to be adaptive perfectionists despite their commonly high exposure to authoritarian parenting and criticism. In some cultures, such parenting is believed to promote maladaptive perfectionism (Enns, Cox, & Clara, 2002; Kawamura et al., 2002; Speirs Neumeister, 2004). The above studies suggest that perfectionism tends to appear in a more positive and productive form among Chinese gifted learners. Any failures they may have in meeting parental or social expectations at times may be temporarily distressing, but longer-term they seem to serve as a positive stimulus that can motivate the students to strive harder for perfection (Wang, Yuen, & Slaney, 2009).

The conception of perfectionism in Chinese culture may differ from that pertaining in the West, where ‘being perfect’ almost implies never making mistakes. Dweck, Chiu and Hong (1995) remarked that Chinese students are more likely than their Western counterparts to believe that intelligence is malleable. More recently, Chan (2012) looked into the mindset theories endorsed by different types of perfectionists among 251 Chinese gifted students, with their ages ranging from 9 to 18. The notion of mindset basically refers to the view that one adopts for oneself. Individuals who adopt a growth mindset believe that their personal qualities are malleable and can be cultivated with more efforts. They are dedicated to learning, accepting new ideas and stretching themselves. Conversely, those who adopt a fixed mindset will tend to believe that their personal qualities are “carved in stone” and they cannot be changed regardless of the amount of effort expended. These individuals therefore tend to channel their attention to prove themselves to others over and over instead of working on their qualities for a better self (Dweck, 2007). We can easily see the relevance of mindsets to the study of perfectionism, especially in the
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Chinese context where effort is the hallmark of success. Using the Chinese APS-R to classify students’ perfectionist types (Chan, 2010b), Chan (2012) again found more healthy perfectionists than unhealthy perfectionists among Chinese gifted students. Besides, while both groups reported high scores on growth mindset and low scores on fixed mindset, the healthy perfectionists hold a stronger growth mindset than the unhealthy ones, who are more inclined to adopt a fixed mindset. The findings are not very surprising when taking into account what has been found in previous studies both in the East and West (e.g. Ablard & Parker, 1997; Bieling et al., 2004; Chan, 2007b; 2009b; Enns et al., 2002; Hamacheck, 1978; Hau & Salili, 1991; Speirs Neumeister, 2004b). Chan (2012) nevertheless reiterated that what can make perfectionist tendencies unhealthy is not the actual striving for perfection, but the discrepant perception between expectation and performance (Stoeber & Otto, 2006). Particularly in the East, the underlying value of perfectionism may hinge upon a desire to self-improve through expending efforts until perfection is achieved, partly in an attempt to fulfill social or familial goals. We can further conjecture that family and society at large play crucial roles in creating and sustaining Chinese students’ perfectionism. We can also conjecture that perfectionism is more facilitative than deleterious to Chinese gifted learners.

The Cultural Origin of Chinese Perfectionism

What makes the conception and impact of perfectionism different in the Chinese context? In terms of conception, many researchers attribute the cultural differences mainly to the Confucian root of Chinese culture which still influences the Chinese today (Chao, 1994; Leiber et al., 2006). Filial piety, lifelong learning and social harmony are a few of the core values highlighted in The Analects of Confucius, a compilation of conversation between Confucius and his students. This volume has been regarded as the ‘book of wisdom’ and it has governed the behaviors of all social roles, from being somebody’s child to being the ruler of a state in Ancient China (Watson, 2007). As all individuals are members of a larger social hierarchy, Chinese children are expected to obey, respect and honor their parents and family through personal accomplishments, especially those in
academic domain (Ho, 1994). In Ancient China, a child achieving academic excellence in the civil examination would bring honor and great fortune to the entire family line or even the whole village. On the other hand, it is also parents’ duty to train their children to adopt socially desirable values to maintain social harmony and contribute to the community at large (Chao, 1994). Chinese learners are taught to strive to become a ‘better self’ by learning through self-reflection, external evaluation of self, and observation of others; and are also taught that effort, rather than innate ability, is the key to success (Hau & Salili, 1991; Tweed & Lehman, 2002).

Li (2002) has developed a Chinese model of learning in light of the Confucian tradition through collecting written accounts of ‘ideal’ Chinese learners from 122 Chinese college students in mainland China. For these Chinese students, learning refers to a process of self-perfection, which involves seeking knowledge, cultivating a passion for lifelong learning, fostering diligence, enduring hardship, persistence, concentration, putting in great effort even in the face of barriers, and feeling shameful and guilty for one’s lack of desire to learn. To date, achieving academic excellence is still regarded as the most important duty of Chinese learners (Kashdan & Yuen, 2007). The impact of Confucianism is still significant despite the change of eras. Hence to this end, Chinese children are accustomed to taking on a lifelong quest for excellence, which is not solely or primarily driven by personal interests, but substantially by social or familial goals (Chao, 1994; Li, 2002; Salili, 1994; Stankov, 2010).

Research literature from the West commonly attributes the formation of perfectionism in children to parental influence (Ablard & Parker, 1997; Hamachek, 1978; Miller, Lambert, & Speirs Neumeister, 2012; Robinson, 2002; Speirs Neumeister, 2004a, Speirs Neumeister, Williams, & Cross, 2009). According to Preusser, Rice and Ashby (1994), Asian students may perceive their perfectionism as stemming from having an obligation to make their parents feel proud of them. In light of Confucian values, family influences along with the pursuit of social cohesion also steer Chinese gifted learners toward perfectionism. To Chinese gifted learners, the goal for learning and success and the social goal of meeting family expectations and glorifying one’s family are
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valued over the goal simply to prove oneself to others (Chan, 2008). Chan (2009b) has also examined the associations between perfectionism and goal orientations among 315 Chinese gifted children and adolescents in Hong Kong. The two preferred goals—learning goal and social goal—are found to predict positive perfectionism, whereas performance and avoidance goals predict negative perfectionism. In other words, Chinese gifted learners who aim to develop self and meet social expectations tend to be positive perfectionists; and those who aim to demonstrate their ability to others and avoid chances of revealing personal weaknesses tend to be negative perfectionists. The results are consistent with the emphasis on lifelong learning, family obligations and achievement in Confucian teachings (Ho, 1994; Salili, 1994; Stankov, 2010). Although Chinese gifted learners seem more active in pursuing high accomplishment even in the face of social stressors, such as others’ high expectations attributable to their gifted label and previous accomplishments, they are not exempted from the social and emotional turmoil that challenges Western gifted learners (Hebert & Speirs Neumeister, 2002; Neihart, 1999; Peterson, 2009; Silverman, 1993; Winner, 2000). If understanding the conception of perfectionism among Chinese gifted learners is the first crucial step to enhancing their well-being, information regarding how perfectionism influences their social and emotional development is also of importance.

Perfectionism and Social-Emotional Development

Peterson (2009) has pointed out that the social and emotional needs of gifted students are easily neglected because they are usually doing very well and experiencing success in all areas. Among the potential social-emotional challenges faced by gifted learners, perfectionism is noted as one of the most common in Western research literature, alongside asynchronous development, social difficulties, heightened sensitivity, and conflicting gender role expectations (Hebert & Speirs Neumeister, 2002; Neihart, Reis, Robinson, & Moon, 2002; Orange, 1997; Peterson, 2009). In the East, perfectionism is deemed influential to the social-emotional development of Chinese gifted learners, in the same way that it is influential in the West. On the whole, perfectionism in any
Chinese learners, gifted or otherwise, is found to be related to their psychological well-being (Castro & Rice, 2003; Chan, 2007a; Wang et al., 2007; Wang, Yuen et al., 2008; Yoon & Lau, 2008), self-perceptions (Chan, 2007b; Fong & Yuen, 2013a), interdependence, and parent-child relations (Fong & Yuen, 2013a, 2011c; Yoon & Lau, 2008). However, few studies have attended specifically to this issue in gifted learners. The small body of extant research focusing on Chinese gifted learners has examined associations between perfectionism and variables vital to the social-emotional development of gifted learners, such as self-efficacy (Chan, 2007b; Fong & Yuen, 2013a), social connectedness (Fong & Yuen, 2013a, 2013b), goal orientations (Chan, 2009b), coping strategies (Chan, 2007a), and subjective well-being (Chan, 2007b). Although the existing research studies cited here on the Chinese gifted population were based on Hong Kong students, the findings can nevertheless offer reliable references for understanding the role of perfectionism in the interpersonal and intrapersonal development of Chinese gifted learners elsewhere.

Along the developmental journey, gifted learners often have to face social-emotional challenges because they may have uneven development in various domains (Chan, 2006; Gross, 2002; Lerouxa & Levitt-Perlman, 2000; Peterson, 2009; Silverman, 1993; Tannenbaum, 1997). The more highly gifted they are, the more social difficulties they may have to overcome in order to fit into the social world (Burks, Jensen, & Terman, 1930; Dauber & Benbow, 1990; Hollingworth, 1942; Peterson, 2009). Hebert and Speirs Neumeister (2002) suggest that among the social-emotional issues concerning gifted learners the most common are loneliness (due to the lack of understanding and like-minded companions), their perfectionist tendencies, overt precocity, and the struggles of fulfilling gender role expectations, and preserving their creativity. Like Western gifted learners, Chinese gifted learners are also confronted with various challenges, such as concerns about being different, relationship concerns, and others related to maladaptive perfectionism (Chan, 2003a, 2003b, 2007a).

Guided by previous investigations on the social coping strategies adopted by Western gifted learners (Colangelo & Kelly, 1983; Gross, 1989; Pfeiffer & Stocking, 2000; Piechowski, 1997;
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Swaitek, 1995), Chan (2003a, 2004, 2005) found that Chinese gifted learners generally use coping strategies to minimize their differences with average peers, and to facilitate social interaction with peers. To these ends, coping strategies that Chinese gifted learners typically apply include: denying and hiding their giftedness, discounting popularity, attempting avoidance, seeking conformity, helping others, and involvement in activities. Regardless of age, Chinese gifted learners tend to use social-interaction coping strategies more than minimizing-differences strategies. This tendency is thought to be consistent with the value of social harmony and interdependence in the Chinese culture (Chan, 2005). Later, to examine the relationship between perfectionism and coping strategies, Chan (2007a) administered the Chinese Ways of Coping Questionnaire (CWCQ; Chan, 1994) to 298 Chinese gifted students in Hong Kong. The results reveal that the use of active coping strategies (seeking support and emotion ventilation, and rational problem solving) predict students’ endorsement of positive perfectionism. In contrast, passive coping strategies (resigned distancing and passive wishful thinking) predict students’ endorsement of negative perfectionism. The investigator however noted that the tendencies and associations found in the study were tapped from high academic achievers nominated by their teacher, and therefore these students could be well adjusted in social-emotional domains (Chan, 2003a, 2005, 2007a). Empirical evidence has yet to verify whether the findings are valid among other Chinese gifted students, for instance those who encounter specific learning difficulties in the academic domain, and underachievers.

In general, these studies suggest that parents, educators and counseling practitioners should encourage Chinese gifted students to engage more actively in social interactions with people in their social circles and discourage them from hiding their talents and avoiding risk-taking activities. In this regard, helping gifted students clarify and differentiate between social and personal expectations will be important.

By employing structural equation modeling on data collected from 1425 academically talented and average primary school students in Hong Kong, Fong and Yuen (2013a) have found
that students’ perfectionism can predict their perceived connectedness to family and school.

Together with a follow-up qualitative investigation in which 21 academically talented students were interviewed (Fong & Yuen, 2013b), the two studies showed that perfectionist characteristics of Chinese gifted learners (persistent effort, positive and negation reactions to one’s performance, and the need for social admiration) make them feel more connected to their family, teachers, peers and school. This may be because the different social parties offer them recognition and support in response to their needs. And in times of disappointment, they will share their negative thoughts with their significant others and seek advice or actual assistance from others. In this connection, the two studies testify that Chinese gifted learners are applying active coping strategies even at primary school age. Moreover, in line with the Confucian tradition, students reported attempts of gaining admiration and maintaining family harmony via their diligence, and eventually, their accomplishments.

Another major finding of Fong and Yuen (2013a, 2013b) is that students’ perfectionism can directly and indirectly predict their academic self-efficacy via their perceived social connectedness. On one hand, their perfectionist characteristics allow them to feel more competent in applying their academic skills. Their persistent effort and compulsive study habits ensure eventual success (Hau & Salili, 1991). Any negative emotions they may feel toward previous failures alert them to identify and work on their weaknesses. With their need for social admiration, their academic self-efficacy is strengthened with every appraisal and sign of recognition they receive from others. On the other hand, a sense of social connectedness gained under the influence of their perfectionism, in turn, assures them the availability of social support and fosters their self-efficacy in applying academic skills.

While earlier work of Chan (2007b) found that perfectionism can directly predict students’ subjective well-being, their general self-efficacy also appears to be a reliable mediator in the predictive association between perfectionism, life satisfaction, and affect among Chinese gifted learners. Gifted learners who display positive perfectionism tend to feel more competent in
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handling stressful situations. This perceived competence enables them to experience satisfaction in life and positive affect. Conversely, those who possess negative perfectionism tend to be less confident in dealing with difficult situations, and thereby are less able to gain life satisfaction and positive affect.

Taken together, the above studies reinforce a view that perfectionism in gifted students is not automatically a malignant trait, and should certainly not be eliminated completely. Where necessary, counseling goals should center on reinforcing students’ characteristics of adaptive perfectionism, while diminishing those of maladaptive perfectionism (Kottman & Ashby, 2000; Mofield & Chakraborti-Ghosh, 2010; Nugent, 2000). To this end, it is essential that counseling approaches should also address any relevant socio-cultural factors associated with the students concerned (Duan & Wang, 2000; Lau, 2000). For instance, in Chinese communities, fostering students’ social connectedness, and guiding them to focus on effort, could be effective anchor points for steering them to benefit from the adaptive aspects of perfectionism.

CONCLUSION

The past decade of research into perfectionism among Chinese gifted learners has suggested that the conception of perfectionism in terms of dimensionality and typology is somewhat similar in some respects between East and West, but there are some important differences. One can define the Chinese view of perfectionism by the performance standards pursued, sensitivity and response toward failures, and parental influences. In the Chinese gifted population, not only is perfectionism more prevalent among gifted students, compared to the situation in the West, but adaptive perfectionism also appears to be more dominant than maladaptive perfectionism. Perfectionism as exemplified by many Chinese gifted learners appears to stem from a more collectivistic cultural root, and it is associated with goal orientations (Chan, 2009b), coping strategies (Chan, 2007a), self-efficacy (Chan, 2007b; Fong & Yuen, 2013a), subjective well-being
The existing literature points to the distinctive cultural roots influencing the nature of perfectionism in the East, indicating that it is more socially oriented than in the West. However, high achievement is also meaningful to oneself, as much as it is to one’s family and the community. Chinese gifted learners basically see perfection as a consequence of persistent effort, active learning from mistakes, and from feedback from others, with the indispensable involvement of one’s family and other social parties.

It is obvious that the construct of perfectionism has been under-researched among Chinese gifted learners. While the existing studies suggest that Chinese gifted learners could be less susceptible to the detrimental effects of maladaptive perfectionism when compared to their Western counterparts, there are still information gaps pending investigation and verification. For example, we are not sufficiently informed of how perfectionism impacts on Chinese gifted learners, as most studies have involved samples of ordinary Chinese students (Cheng, 2001; Cheng et al., 1999; Fong & Yuen, 2011; Wang et al., 2007; Wang, Yuen, et al., 2009; Yoon & Lau, 2008; Zhang, Gan, & Cham, 2007; Zi, 2003). Nor have we investigated perfectionism as a possible cause of underachievement among the potentially gifted. While the Chinese’s beliefs that effort determines achievement (Hau & Salili, 1991) and that intelligence is not a fixed entity (Dweck et al., 1995), may considerably contribute to their motivation to pursue excellence, little is unknown as to how this growth mindset is associated with the typology of perfectionism in the Chinese context.

Given the importance of parental influence in Chinese students’ development of perfectionism, it is surprising that no study to date has looked into parents’ own perfectionistic tendencies, or how parents regard their children’s perfectionism. Another surprising research gap is the lack of data on Chinese perfectionism in terms of self-oriented, other-oriented and socially-prescribed perfectionism. A possible paradigm to use might be Hewitt’s
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Multidimensional Perfectionism Scale (HMPS; Hewitt and Flett, 1991), but so far this has mostly been used in the psychopathological domain.

Fundamentally, it is also worth considering whether the existing perfectionism scales, including the HMPS (Hewitt and Flett, 1991) and FMPS (Frost et al., 1990), have overemphasized the negative aspect of perfectionism (Chan, 2007b; 2012). It is also important to consider whether at times the negative outcomes attributed to perfectionism may eventually outweigh the benefits it could bring (Flett & Hewitt, 2006; Greenspon, 2000). More information on such issues will be essential for research innovation and strategic planning of counseling approaches in schools. While effective strategies for assisting perfectionist learners have been proposed and established in Western literature, application of the strategies to Chinese gifted learners is barely documented. Issues worthy of investigation include: Is play therapy useful in dealing with young Chinese gifted learners (Ashby, Kottman, & Martin, 2004)? Does gender make a difference to perfectionist tendency (Flett, Hewitt, & Singer, 1995; Stoeber & Stoeber, 2009)? Is perfectionism perceived differently among students gifted in different domains (Stoeber & Eismann, 2007; Stornelli, Flett, & Hewitt, 2009)?

Given the relatively abundant perfectionism research literature from Western societies, it is easy for Chinese parents and educators to rely too much on Western-based information and approaches in dealing with gifted perfectionists in the Chinese context. This is unwise, given the significant cultural differences. More research effort is warranted to identify the cultural-specific needs of Chinese gifted learners, as well as to examine the applicability of Western counseling approaches. Every step of research advancement will count towards the well-being of the Chinese gifted population.
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